
Inicio®

HOHOTEL RESTTEL RESTAAURANT & CONTRAURANT & CONTRACTCT



“Inicio® represents a 
quantum leap in classic
banquet chair design”



Designed by David Hill, the Inicio’s® innovative forward sloping lightweight 
aluminium frame, together with its unique wedge seat and slim back 

construction, creates a modern and dynamic aesthetic, while retaining superior 
levels of comfort.

With a choice of 6 back shapes, a choice of mono or two-tone upholstery, a 
wide range of solid paint finishes and a bespoke colour-matched handhold,

Inicio® provides scope to create a unique chair to enhance any modern interior. 

Inicio®... A classic, redefined.



Option - A choice of mono or two-tone 
upholstery
(Must be specified at time of order)

Option - Plain back upholstery (no handhold)
Remove H from the product number i.e. 09/2
(Must be specified at time of order)

Option - Detachable tablet
(Fittings must be specified at time of order)



The innovative and stylish 
wedge seat highlighted here 

in a two-tone design, provides 
superb comfort and support 

for visitors to any banquet, 
conference or meeting venue.

All models will stack up to 10 high
The CTH/6 chair trolley is perfect 
for the Inicio range to ensure the 

optimum handling of stacked chairs

Arms available on all models. Add 11cm to width. Weight increases by 0.5kg
Add A to the product number i.e. 09/4HA 
The fabric pads can coordinate with your chosen upholstery

Option - Retractable linking can be fitted
and numbering is also available 
(Must be specified at time of order)



Clear stack buttons 
ensure secure 
stacking and protect 
painted frames

Innovative forward sloping 
lightweight aluminium frame

The glides are moulded
in clear plastic

Unique wedge seat gives
a superior level of comfort

Bespoke die cast handle available in
solid paint finishes to match the frame

Slim back 
construction  

Elegant arms 
make a functional 
and stylish feature

A choice of 
mono or two-tone 
upholstery

Technical Information
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09/1H
Depth 59cm
Weight 6.1kg

09/2H
Depth 59.5cm
Weight 6.1kg

09/3H
Depth 59cm
Weight 6.3kg

09/4H
Depth 58.5cm
Weight 6.0kg

09/5H
Depth 59cm
Weight 6.3kg

09/6H
Depth 59.5cm
Weight 6.2kg
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